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Abstract: Cloud computing is New Internet Based 

processing which will permit the applications to be 

conveyed as administrations over the Internet. The 

clients can get to cloud administrations from anyplace 

whenever by utilizing the Wireless systems. In present 

days, Cloud registering is confronting numerous 

Network faults because of multifaceted nature of 

interconnection systems, huge number of clients, client's 

versatility, and a huge assortment of utilization 

administrations. In this paper, we are going to give 

diverse adjustment to network faults by making usage of 

Cross Bar Networks in which if a switch comes up short 

then the row and column to which it has a belong are 

removed and replaced by using new row and column. 

These experiments are conducted using CloudSim 

simulator.  

 KeyWords:  Cloud Computing, Reliability, Fault Tree, 

Cross Bar Topology. 

 

1. Introduction 

Cloud has been a noteworthy stage facilitating 

distinctive sort of administrations for encouraging data 

preparing. It is being utilized broadly notwithstanding 

when contrasted with matrix registering, a kind of 

figuring where unused handling cycles of all PCs in a 

system are bridled to tackle issues. In distributed 

computing, "cloud" is utilized as an allegory for Internet 

and in a way distributed computing can be termed as at 

kind of web based registering. Distributed computing 

gives distinctive sorts of administrations, for example, 

for example, servers, stockpiling and applications which 

are conveyed to PC and gadgets with which the clients 

interfaces  

1.1. Establishing Cloud 

       The objective of cloud computing is to apply 

conventional supercomputing, or elite figuring power, 

ordinarily utilized by military and examination offices, 

to perform several trillions of calculations for every 

second, in  buyer situated applications, for example, 

money related portfolios, to convey customized data, to 

give information stockpiling or to influence substantial, 

immersive online PC amusements. To do this, cloud 

computing utilizes system of expansive gathering of 

servers regularly running minimal effort customer PC 

innovation with specific associations with spread 

information preparing tasks crosswise over them. This 

ommon IT base contains expansive pools of frameworks 

that are connected together. Regularly, virtualization 

systems are utilized to expand the force of cloud 

computing.  

1.2. Reliability Of Network That Connects 

      The system assumes a conspicuous part in cloud 

bases. Cloud computing utilizes the system to pick up 

on-interest access to figuring assets, and the system 

turns into the course for huge registering ability. This 

basic part of the system in distributed computing 

requests that system is correct and the system must be 

arranged to accomplish the sought level of execution, 

security, accessibility, responsiveness, and 

reasonability.  

1.3. Complexity In Buliding Networks For Clouds 

        Deficiencies can happen inside of the systems and 

therefore the system falls flat. The disappointment of a 

system associating the cloud related framework prompts 

disturbance in the administrations gave to the client 

which may at last influence the organizations being 

directed by the clients. The 100% accessibility of the 

system is a standout amongst the most essential issues 

that must be taken care of for giving exceptionally solid 

and proceeded with administrations to the user. The 

likelihood of disappointment of a system amid the 

conveyance of the administrations is regularly all the 

more particularly when the quantity of clients 

increments. It almost difficult to avert disappointments 

and that happen at run-time. Since it is unavoidable that 

the issues happen, it turns out to be all the more 

important to make Hardware, Network and Software 

that shape a cloud to be made deficiency tolerant. 

Adaptation to non-critical failure has turned into a 

noteworthy assignment for PC architects and 

programming designers on the grounds that the event of 

deficiencies builds the expense of utilizing assets. 

Additionally the issue emerge when a server is 

overburden, a server or a hub fizzled and so on. The 

Faults must be taken care of first so that the ordinary 

operation of cloud is not affected and after that are 

corrected to convey the framework to typical operation. 

Amid the time when the flaws are taken care of, it is 

conceivable the framework be operation with less 

throughputs, execution, reaction time and so forth., till 

such time the 
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issue are completely redressed and brig the framework to 

ordinary operation yielding the composed trademark to 

fullest degree  

1.4 Problem Statement: The likelihood of 

disappointment happen amid the execution gets to be 

more grounded when the quantity of hub increments; 

since it is difficult to completely anticipate 

disappointments, one arrangement is to actualize 

adaptation to internal failure instruments. Adaptation to 

internal failure has turned into a noteworthy undertaking 

for PC specialists and programming engineers on the 

grounds that the event of issues expands the expense of 

utilizing assets. Likewise, the issue emerges when a 

server is over-burden, server is fizzled, a hub is fizzled. 

These Faults must be settled else it might impact the 

Cloud Throughput, Performance, Response time. In this 

paper we utilize crossbar systems to keep the faults when 

a switch comes up short then we supplant row and 

column with the assistance of extra row and column.  

2.0 Literature Survey 

      Fault resistance alludes to right and persistent 

operation indeed, even in the nearness of flawed parts. In 

the vast majority of the ongoing cloud applications, 

preparing on processing hubs is done remotely. So there 

are more odds of blunders. The stages are "viable mistake 

handling" which went for taking the successful blunder 

back to a lethargic state, i.e. prior to the event of blunder 

and "inert mistake handling" went for guaranteeing that 

the mistake does not get to be powerful once more. At 

last it is inferred that the execution of MPIL is superior 

to the MPI regarding both vitality utilization and 

checkpoints required as seen from the above results [1].  

       The main problem in Cloud Computing is Fault 

Tolerance. There are many Techniques like are self 

healing, job migration, static load balancing and 

replication to avoid fault tolerance but there are some 

errors in these algorithms. But  Dynamic load balance 

algorithm  which  will  check  the  CPU 

utilization when a client requests the server if the CPU 

utilization is less then it allocates the request to the server  

if the CPU utilization is more, with the help of dynamic  

      The Dynamic burden adjusting is a strategy to utilize 

the distributed computing in productive way. The 

calculation utilized as a part of this methodology can 

naturally screen the heap adjusting with the utilization of 

burden balancer The information replication, work 

relocation and the static burden adjusting is maintain a 

strategic distance from in our strategy. The CPU and 

Memory can be used appropriately and distinguish the 

dependable VM in the cloud pool [2].   

         The main problem in Cloud Computing is Fault 

Tolerance because it affects the Throughput, Response 

time, Performance of the system as well as the Network. 

Fault tolerance in Load balancing algorithm is a great 

challenge because the load balancer must share the work 

load equally among all the nodes, identify the faulty 

nodes ,remove them and replace them with new nodes to 

increase the Network Performance . Load is known as the 

amount of work that a computation system performs, 

which can be divided as network load, storage capacity 

[2].  In the cloud computing environment, adaptation to 

internal failure with burden adjusting is one of the 

principle issues that is required to enhance the execution 

of it. This paper basically concentrates on adaptation to 

internal failure and burden adjusting calculations in a 

cloud domain. For this, different existing adaptation to 

internal failure methods, load adjusting calculations and 

burden adjusting calculation including adaptation to non-

critical failure are reviewed. From the study, we have 

distinguished that there is a need to execute the 

autonomic adaptation to non-critical failure procedure 

for different occurrences of an application running on a 

few virtual machines, another approach should be 

created that coordinate adaptation to internal failure 

methods with burden adjusting calculation or with 

existing work process booking calculations [3]. Cloud 

Computing provides services to users. The Computing 

processing is done using   remote computers so the 

probability of errors may be more so the node must be 

selected based on the Reliability and removed if it 

doesn’t work well. In this paper Fault Tolerance model 

in Cloud Computing .

(FTMC) is used.  

        We can promote make Cloud environment more 

blames tolerant by incorporating more parameters in 

leader module [4]. 

       The Cloud Computing has become efficient way to 

handle large data with the help of server’s. So, the faults 

will be more in order to avoid them, the fault tolerant 

techniques must be adopted in Service layer so that 

faults may decrease and also internal data may be hidden 

from the user.  

4. Experimental Investigation 

4.1 Assessing Failure Rate Of An Existing Cloud 

An existing cloud has been considered for effecting 

fault tolerance and increase the reliability of the same. 

The more the reliability of a network connecting a cloud,   

the more continued services can be provided to the 

end-users. The networking diagram which follows a tree 

like topology which connects a university cloud is 

shown in the Figure-1.  
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Figure 1. Diagram for the University Network  

      The users of the cloud are connected through 

internet connections that are provided by BSNL and 

NKN. The bandwidth from both the network is routed 

through a common switch and through CYBERCAM 

switch. The bandwidth from this point is distributed in 

4 channels. In one of the channels 6 HP Blade server 

and 5TB disk storage connected through an INFINITE 

switch has been connected to form into cloud. One of 

the blades has been used as the Middleware server while 

other servers are used as windows-Oracle server; UNIX 

based server, windows-SQL server and other 

application servers. The performance of the entire cloud 

computing platform is based on the proper functioning 

of the CYBERCAM switch. A fault tree has been 

constructed for the networking diagram shown in Figure 

4.1.1, based on which reliability of the network has been 

computed. The fault tree is shown in Figure 4.1.2.   

 
 

Figure 4.1.2. Fault tree diagram for the University 

Network  

      Using the Fault tree diagram reliability of the 

network has been computed. The reliability 

computation results are shown in the Table 4.1.1.  The 

proceeding devices for every device have been 

connected using an appropriate gate based on the paths 

available for safe working of the designated device. 

Either OR gate or AND gate is used for estimating the 

FTA. In the case of connections established through OR 

gate highest failure rate of incoming devices has been 

considered to be the failure rate of the connected device 

whereas when the AND gate is used the combined 

failure rate has been considered as the failure rate of the 

connected device. The failure rate of the University 

cloud network is estimated to be the failure rate of the 

APEX node which is top gateway. The success rate of 

the entire network has been estimated to be 0.222 as can 

be seen from the Table 4.1.3

.  
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Figure 5.1.1. Cross bar diagram for KLU Network 

 
 

     The success rate of the entire network has been 

estimated to be 0.29 as can be seen from the above 

Table 5.2.  

6.0 Discussion Of Results 

6.1 Comparative Analysis Of Reliability Evaluation 

Of The Cloud     Computing Networks 

         The computation of success rates of different 

topologies used to develop the University cloud related 

network is shown in the Table 6.1. It can be seen from 

the table that the Cross Bar topologies when incorporated 

into University cloud related network has increased the 

success rate making available more continuity of the 

services as required by the user. 

 

7. Conclusions 

        Networks that connects various resources that form 

a cloud plays a major role in providing continued 

services to the users of the clouds which leads to heavy 

user satisfaction. However if the network is either faulty 

or when different faults occurs while system is running, 

the services to users will be disrupted till the time the 

Topolog y 

Serial  

Topology  Success Rate  

1  Tree topology – Original 

University cloud related 

Network  

0.22  

2  Modified topology built-in 

with extra switches  

0.280  

3  Tree Topology enhanced 

with identified 

redundancies included 

into cross bar network  

0.29  
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network is made operational.  Making available 

continuous services to the user is most important pre-

requisite of implementing cloud based services to the 

user. The network used to host the cloud computing 

based services must be reliable and the network must be 

designed to be fault tolerant such the services to the users 

will be provided continuously even in the event of 

occurrence of the faults at network level. Alternative 

paths of communication between the user and the clouds 

are to be established to make available un-interrupted 

service to the users. Multi stage networks helps in 

improving the reliability many fold. Cross bar topology 

provides many alternate paths thus increases the fault 

tolerance capability with lease cost which could be the 

cost of few switches.  
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